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Relocated Reality

T

he skill of writing in short literary form is well
known and recognized in literary theory and
critique, but on the other hand short comics
forms, with the exception of comics strips in
the daily press, are very rare, which is why it
is worth devoting time and attention to them,
especially in the case of the collection of works
from the writer and scrip writer Željko Obrenović. He is the mastermind behind this series of

holds the fate of the nations and religions, with
an intimate narrative that through just a single
phone call destroys the entire inner worlds, or
a playful fable about coincidences from which
the love is born, or contemplations on the topic
of the evolution of the planet through pollution,
or finally, a gruesome story set a century back
in the time of the First World War? It seems
there is a very little connection, but Obrenović’s
poetics is essentially rounded in one incredibly
extensive set whose lowest common denominator is an objective quality of storytelling and,
in particular – making plot twists. At the end of
almost every episode is “The Twilight Zone”,
where the final turn of the screw is something
you begin to wait for as reading progresses,
and never disappoints!

Of course, I don't come on
the engagement party...

...but I call all the time.

Where
are you?

On the other hand, in the course of some of the
stories, and often in their entirety, there are a

In the flower
shop.

I am choosing
your ring.

...but because nobody
else could use it.

Then I start laughing.
And they finally click.

But before the engagement
I have a ritual...

The compact storytelling
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very well illustrated narratives and builds an
authentic and autonomous artistic universe,
with a whole team of artists, in a truly unusual
and commendable way, one apparently known,
but essentially relocated from boring reality.
What connects the world of the near future in
which the division of the world powers, with
China and India at the forefront, as expected,
but still radically refreshing, and where one cow

END

Unexpected twists
I
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lot of dialogue sequences, which as every comics author will tell you, are the death of dynamics. Nevertheless, Obrenović and a drawing
collective of Vitorović, Radovanović, Rus

sophistically multi-layered, without losing any
of vitality that makes them real and credible.
They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
but it is not true, not really, and the terribly
limited expressive capacity in which Obrenović
builds narratives worthy of entire novels, such
as the fantasy-horror “Viper”, and perhaps the
best story “Death is a Cliché”, shows that he
is able to cope and with only a few sentences
to say more than others in hundreds. A blow to
the stomach which is so common in his small
masterpieces is an indication that with limited
narrative tools, and on only a few pages, it is
possible to create an emotional response equal
to that of which readers of other works get to
after hours and hours of reading.

Halfway to the top.

Nobody around.

Perhaps the greatest value of everything
contained in this release is its re-readability.
Many things will not even be recognised after
the first reading, which goes through the slalom
of drama and excitement and you do not have
time to stop and admire the carefully nuanced expressions of the protagonist, through
different but complementary drawing styles
or colour (by Stanković, Radovanović and
Sedlan) that build the atmosphere. The efforts
of all involved, although obvious from the first
reading, can be identified in their full extent
only by deeper analysis, and “Cardboard City”
deserves that and multiple awards for trust and
commitment.

Nobody in the whole fucking town.

But traces everywhere.

Don't tell
me it doesn't
bother you...
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Skillful directing

and Mimi, have managed by skilful directing,
constant changes of perspective, expressions,
and with many, many gestures to render every
of these conversations exciting in the way of
comics art. However, none of this would be of
worth if the replicas of characters are not

Pavle Zelić, writer, comics script
writer and critic (Sandy Chronicle,
Team Dardanelles)
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Paper Bullets

I

first encountered the work of Zeljko Obrenovic through Facebook, that most quintessentially modern medium of communication. The
comic he sent me was a murder story where
the victim was love and the bogus evidence for
betrayal was a tube of toothpaste. The story
was about misdirection, a literary sleight-ofhand. But it was more than a conjuring trick.
When the illusion has been dispelled you realito the spilled blood
Not for a moment
I wonder
how
ze that something profound
has did
been
revealed.
nalysis found in Alfa’s
I would handle the responsibility

ouldn’t survive this.

of the global community we all live in.
Obrenovic refers to cinema repeatedly. Chinatown is neatly referenced in Cardboard City and
in A Dog Is a Man’s Best Friend two characters,
who could be twin brothers, or perhaps two versions of the same person, conduct a confused
exchange where they struggle to identify actors
and plots as memory and identity blur into an
ambiguous haze. The ambiguity extends to
gender identity and morality too. Are these
characters lying to one another or deceiving
themselves?

if this started a new war.

This collection of stories live up to the expectations of that early story and once again the
narratives turn out to be enigmatic and complex. The title story, Cardboard City portrays an
alternative future where the creation of a purple
Super Cow by a Swiss chocolate company causes all other cows on Earth to die and leads to
global warfare. It’s an absurdist sci-fi espionage
The blood was
hers. The body
story,found.
surreal, implausible and yet totally beliewasn’t
vable. It successfully exposes the corruption
and self-destructive nature of national politics,
genetic manipulation and capitalist economireal idiot,
e of the money.
cs. The Cardboard City of the title is a flimsy
structure that houses the rootless transients
who are “outside the system” but it is also a
metaphorical construct that reflects the fragility

In The Museum of Trash a couple wanders
through a landscape devastated by a nuclear
accident. This time the confusion is over a quotation from Proust, misidentified as Flaubert.
In À La Recherche Des Temps Perdus Proust
experiences a wave of pleasant nostalgia, triggered by the taste of a Madeleine cake. Here
the memories are triggered by a beer bottle or a
cigarette packet, and the couple contemplate a
future where, instead of seeing pieces of trash
scattered among nature, “Our child will walk
through trash and observe pieces of nature.”
A depressing thought…
Viper is a revenge story with a twist in its
serpentine tail and perhaps the most conventional of the stories, but For You once more
delves into identity confusion as the protagonist
appears to be following a plotline written in a
letter to himself. His name is Marko Ven, one of
three characters in this collection called Marko,
perhaps an alias of Obrenovic himself? ‘Ven’ is
a digital currency, originally used by the social
network service, Hub Culture. The character
Ana Pavlova is searching for Alt Cult and by
this time I’m feeling as if the author is seriously
messing with my head.

No going back now.

The only thing I
can get is a bullet
in the head.

In Death Is a Cliché another Marko drives
towards a destiny that seems to be shaped by

According to Chekhov,
when a gun is introduced
14
in the first act, it must be fired…
III

war.

MOVE, SO I CAN
GET OUT.

MOVE, SO I CAN GET OUT!

Spies
killed him.

MAYBE...
MAYBE IT’S
OK.

BREA KING
...to kill...
WAS FOUND DNEAEDWST: kURT cOBA IN, MO
ODAY IN HIS H
OME DINERN ROCK
SEATTL ICON,
E. . .
…whether the gun is fired off stage…

Well, you
wanted
to see.

MOVE, SO I CAN GET OUT,
DO YOU HEAR ME?

MARKO,
DID YOU HEAR
WHAT THEY…
KURT…

the lyrics of Kurt Cobain. The story is exquisitely composed and executed and the characters’ fate as inescapable as a shotgun to the
head.

All of these stories are intimate and personal
and yet they express universal truths about the
nature of humankind. They are full of apparent
coincidences but I can state with some conviction that every instance of synchronicity is crafted with great purpose. I invite you, the reader,
to explore the layers of meaning for yourself.

The book is rounded out with In The Name of
I guess
that’s
why and this
The Father, another
revenge
story,
you join
wars...
time the bullet travels
through
many years
THEREit IS
before
finds its target.
REASON TO
BELIEVE THAT
COBAIN ATTEMP...or to be killed.
TED SUICIDE. HIS
WIFE HAS BEEN SEEN
AT THE HOSPITAL…

MARKO!
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…or pointed right at your head…
I carryDejvid
it because
Hajn, writer and comics script writer
it’s pretty. (Strange Embrace, Silent War,

The Bulletproof Coffin, X-Men, Daredevil)
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The Chino-Indo War started
overnight, and it took a good
three years for the falling
dominos to stop.

When they finally did,
the Chinese and Indians
divided the earth in half,
along the equator…

…and all other nations
became their colonies.
When that didn’t work out
(one got more land and one more
sea), they moved the equator.

And everything began with dead cows.

At the same time, all
the cows of the world
breathed in and never
breathed out.

CARDBOARD CITY
Script:
željko obrenović
Art:
željko vitorović
Color:
Filip Stanković
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The Indians
blamed
the Chinese…

… and as they had over
a million people and the
atomic bomb since 1947,
it wasn’t hard for them
to start a war.

And China, the nation with
the second highest level
of GDP, a million people and
the atomic bomb, didn’t
think twice to retaliate.
No one had the time to find out the
real culprit, motivation was enough…

…and while the war was on, it was
discovered that the culprits were
not the Chinese, but in fact the Swiss.

4

Before the war, the Swiss were
working to improve selling
of Milka chocolate to
the third world countries.

They did genetic experiments to find out how
to make a purple cow.

The experiment
finally worked,
but whether it
was a complete
success we
don’t know…

…because with
the birth of
the purple cow…

…all the cows in
the world died.

5

And then the war began, and
no one cared about chocolate, not even Swiss ones.

When it was
discovered who
was at fault,
no one cared.

To add to absurdity,
a purple calf was
born in Serbia.

It was free to walk
the streets, from one end
of the city to the other.

Whoever wanted took
pictures with her.

Whoever wanted
fed her.

But no one hurt her,
no one dared. One war
caused by cows’ death
was enough.

6

The morning started too early, with
a man who was standing over my bed tapping
his pistol into a bottle of schnapps.

Because that didn’t work,
he knocked the bottle over with
his pistol and onto the floor…

…which greeted it.

The sound was enough for me to open one eye…

I would try
to shake you but
I was afraid of
infection.
…which is what
the intruder wanted.

Those
clothes…

7

And you
are? What do
you want?

Ah yes,
we haven’t
met.
Alfa.

Alfa?
The Alfa?

8

Chief of the Indian
State Police responsible for this part
of the world.

He was right. It’s impossible
that someone hadn’t heard
of him, but few have seen him.
Let alone out-lived him.

When you meet some
one like him, even if you
don’t know who he is…

…something tells
you that you should
lower your glance…

…and put that
memory somewhere
where not even you
will find it.

9

Did you
have to do
that?

It’s urgent.

A situation
which involves
Alfa and I? I don’t
get the connection.
Alfa
and Omega?
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I accepted the file, but
I didn’t open it. It wasn’t
necessary – I wasn’t
interested. I wasn’t
even a detective.

The journalist of a trashy
tabloid who just happened to
solve the case of a kidnapped
child of a not-to-be-named
folk singer.

I was sleeping in front of her house waiting
to take a picture of her with her new guy…

…when her sister showed up, the
spinster who was too attached
to her nephew and decided to
take the boy for a long walk.

Nevertheless, instead of
with the new guy, the singer
ended up on the cover with
me and her son.
Words of thanks
and the rest of it.

When my salary
was late, and
the request from
people grew, I
accepted one or
two, actually
eleven or twelve,
cases.

I definitely wasn’t an expert
that could help a man like
Alfa. Whatever it was, it stank.
And it wasn’t my clothes.
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Before you
say anything, two
things.

One, you
are necessary to us
because this is delicate
and I don’t want them
knowing we are
investigating.

Two, you won’t
need a job for
the next year.
OK?

He had me
at once.
As I said, all
the information is
there along with
my number.

Before I
agree…

12

Yes?

What is
the case?

Milka?

Milka Milka?

I assumed
it was obvious,
but alright.
Milka. Milka
is the case.

13

According to the spilled blood
and the DNA analysis found in Alfa’s
file, Milka wouldn’t survive this.

Not for a moment did I wonder how
I would handle the responsibility
if this started a new war.

The blood was
hers. The body
wasn’t found.

And I, like a real idiot,
agreed because of the money.

No going back now.

The only thing I
can get is a bullet
in the head.

14

The first on the list
was of course…

…a Chinese man.

15

Dong.
The rumours are that because of Milka he moved to Serbia.

I hope you
don’t mind grape
juice.

16

Former gay rights activist…

…former prime minister…
He didn’t miss the chance to say on television how
the Indians are to blame for the cows’ death.

…a public
figure.

…and that the Milka was just a cover
up for who really caused the war.
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I was worried
how I would reach
someone like Dong
and how I would
persuade him to
listen to me.

When I read
Alfa’s file I had
to call him.

Charlie
Brown?

Threaten
him with it and
he’ll see you.

Why?
He’ll think I’m
bringing him
a DVD?

It came up
in his phone
transcripts,
in a dubious
context.

Transcript?
Like a phone
call?

Alfa’s hung up…
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